Craig’s Corner
Our in-house horticulturist/arborist, Craig Miller, dispenses
practical advice for those seeking to simultaneously
conserve water and grow thriving, high-visual-impact,
drought-tolerant (xeriscape) gardens and landscapes.

FALL IS THE PERFECT TIME TO WINTERIZE YOUR WATER PIPES!
Every winter, many homeowners face
the expense and inconvenience of
frozen water pipes – make sure you’re
not one of them by taking a few simple
precautions.

house. Paint it a bright color and make
sure everyone in the household knows
where it is.

Disconnect & drain outdoor hoses
If you have been using your garden
hose during recent warm weather to
wash the car or winter water your trees
and shrubs, be sure to disconnect it,
allowing the water to drain from the
pipe so an overnight freeze doesn’t
burst the faucet or the pipe.

Be sure that you use only UL-listed
products and follow the manufacturer’s
instructions carefully.

Consider installing “heat tape”
Install “heat tape” or similar material
on all exposed water pipe (i.e. exterior
pipe, or pipe located where the
temperature may drop below freezing).

Find the master shutoff valve
Usually located where the water line
enters your house, the master shutoff
valve turns off the water to the entire

Insulate pipes or faucets in
unheated areas
It’s best to wrap water pipes (such as
the garage or crawl space) before
temperatures plummet.

Seal off access doors, air vents,
and cracks
Winter winds whistling through
openings can quickly freeze exposed
water pipes. DO NOT plug air vents
used by your furnace or water heater.

What if it’s too late?
During an extended cold spell, your
pipes can freeze, even if you take all the
proper precautions. If you think you
know where the freeze occurred and
want to try thawing it yourself, the
easiest tool to use is a hair dryer with a
low heat setting. DO NOT use an open
�lame. Using the hair dryer, wave the
warm air back and forth along the pipe.
DO NOT heat only one spot on the pipe,
as this can cause it to burst. If you don’t
have a hair dryer, you can wrap the
frozen section with rags or towels and
pour hot water over them. It’s messy,
but it works. Be careful when heating
the pipe. It may already be broken and
just not leaking because the water is
frozen. When you thaw it out, the water
could come gushing out. Be ready to
run for the master shutoff valve.

Xeric Plant of the Month
The perfect quick cover for any vertical structure, Gold�lame Honeysuckle (Lonicera ×
heckrottii 'Gold Flame') produces incredibly fragrant, bright bicolored blooms from late
spring all the way till frost. Rose-pink tubular buds open in June, exposing very pale
tangerine to yellow colored interior surfaces. These are the most lusciously fragrant
�lowers, like gardenias, and they are irresistible to hummingbirds!
Whether you want to create a formal espaliered vine, blanket an unsightly fence, or
cover poor dry soil, this Honeysuckle is the solution. Plant where the perfume can
permeate the air and drift your way, preferably in full sun and average soil. Gold�lame
Honeysuckle is fast growing, up to 15' tall. It can be trimmed back in late fall or early spring
– foliage remains green well into winter. Hardy to 7,000 feet.

BOARD UPDATE: First, we extend a warm and sincere thank you to Blair & Marilyn Marsden of the Stonecroft neighborhood. An

anonymous jogger spotted them early one morning voluntarily cleaning graffiti off facilities in Coyote Ridge Park. The cost and time
required for CPNMD staff to clean up graffiti this year has skyrocketed. Though we have no photo of this glorious
couple, in a future communication we intend to feature and properly thank them for their leadership and for
setting a positive, uplifting example for others.
Second, we often receive constituent questions about street maintenance and other scopes of service over
which CPNMD has no jurisdiction. To clarify, CPNMD provides clean, safe, reliable, on-demand drinking water,
wastewater, stormwater, parks, trails, and open space services to the people of Castle Pines west of I-25. (Parker
Water & Sanitation District is the water and wastewater utility provider for City of Castle Pines residents east of
I-25.) Among the outdoor assets CPNMD manages are three parks, including Daniels Gate Park, Coyote Ridge
Park, and Retreat Park; a fourteen-mile network of pedestrian trails; and 352-acres of open space.
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